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Trivandrum 1, September ’11N.T. Nair   ntnair@gmail.com

Editor’s Desk

Steven Paul Jobs (born Feb. 24, 1955), resigned as CEO of 
Apple last week to continue as its Chairman. The iPod in 2001, 
iPhone six years later and the recent iPad, all brainchildren of Steve 
Jobs which came out to the global scene from the Apple stable, are 
classic icons of innovation. These products carved out a market of 
their own, beating the predictions of skeptics. 

You can’t just ask customers what they want and then try to give 
that to them. By the time you get it built, they’ll want something new, 
said Steve Jobs who was well aware of the dynamics of human 
mind when in the role of a customer. He was always one step ahead 
of all other competitors in using his extraordinary creative traits 
in bringing out consumer devices for everyday use. Probably, the 
excellent marketing techniques of Apple would also have helped 
them in carving out a unique leadership position in the respective 
segments. 

Lot of digital ink has already been spilled about Jobs, most of 
it focusing on his remarkable successes. But, for Jobs it was not 
a smooth journey without thorns along the path. He had many 
major failures which normally would have sent any techno-preuner 
into oblivion. It is here he excelled. It was only through failures 
that Jobs learned how to create the products that the world didn’t 
even know it wanted. (Elsewhere in this issue, see discussions on 
failure). 

Henry Ford’s first automobile company went bankrupt. Walt 
Disney’s first foray into cartooning ended up in defeat. Edison, 
Bill Gates and Wright Brothers also are in the list of entrepreneurs 
who after failures, picked themselves up again.

The most famous Apple-flop was the Newton, a tablet-like 
gadget, released in 1993 with a lofty goal: to reinvent personal 

computing. This was a prime example of an idea that 
was simply ahead of its time. When Steve Jobs 
returned to Apple in 1997, he axed the subsidiary, 

Newton Systems Group. 
All of us have our share of failures. But 

the lessons to be learnt from Jobs-kind could 
be the guiding lights to come out of them like a  

Phoenix.
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The primitive societies could get along with very simple arithmetic 
calculation involving little  more than counting. But as the complexity 
of social organization progressed to agriculture and urban civilization, 
the computational requirements also grew in complexity. The earliest of 
sciences- astronomy; was discovered by most ancient civilizations. They 
placed a high value on scholars who could  compute the time, draw up cal-
endars, predict eclipses, etc.  These computational challenges; especially for 
computation of planetary positions, posed a serious problem. It is arguably, 
the evolution of a theory for this purpose which ultimately brought us to  
the scientific age. All ancient Kerala mathematicians were astronomers 
as well - no accident. After Newton, astronomy  had a neat explanation 
for planetary motion.  But applying the theory involved horrendously 
long computations. One area of astronomy which attracted the inter-
est of the state was the computation of position of ships at sea which 
became important for European nations bent on conquering the world. 

Charles  Babbage
Father of  the Modern Computer

[EKL starts a new series on the history of computers  
and this is the first]

Technology in Perspective
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A vital issue was the drawing up of 
nautical almanacs to help sailors 
compute their position based on 
observations of the altitude of 
celestial bodies above the horizon. 
This is the only measurement  
possible from the deck of a 
ship.  Even today with all the 
satellite navigational aids ships still 
carry a sextant for this purpose ! 
The method of doing the long and 
tedious computations required for 
making an almanac was performed 
by an army of girl clerks like the 

building of automobiles on an assembly line. Each girl performed a 
simple piece of calculation and passed it on to the next clerk who in 
turn did some operation on the result of her predecessor, and so on.  
The advantage was that relatively unskilled labour could be employed 
to perform the complex job. However it was a monotonous work for 
the clerks who did not understand, nor cared about astronomy or the 
problem of location at sea.  And to err is but human.  So they had two 
or three chains of clerks doing the same work and then got a couple of 
gangs of even less skilled workers to just compare the figures worked 
out by the “assembly line” workers and spot a telltale error.  But manag-
ing the whole enterprise was so cumbersome that  one of the Lords of 
the Admiralty is said to have exclaimed- “I wish we could do this with 
steam”. It was in the early 19th century and the steam engine was the 
epitome of high technology. Many farsigh-ted leaders, including Napo-
leon Bonaparte, had started to fantasize about the possibilities of the  
coming machine age.       

Of course the Lord of the Admiralty did not know what he was saying. 
It was but a vague appeal to scientist-engineers to develop technology 
for an urgent requirement. But it got the attention of inventor Charles 
Babbage in London.  Babbage was a mechanical genius with a fertile 
imagination.  He had done mathematics at Cambridge, and being the 
son of a wealthy banker could afford the luxury of indulging his fancies.  
Being a trained mathematician he realized that most analytical functions 
can be expressed as a polynomial, and values of polynomials correspond-

Charles  Babbage (1791-1871)
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ing to various values of the variable can be computed by mere repetitive 
addition process once the first few values have been calculated. This 
method is known as the method of differences. Babbage realized that 
this can be automated. He set himself the target of making a machine 
to automate the process called the method of differences. In 1822 he 
presented his design of what he called “The Difference Engine”, to the 
Royal Astronomical Society, which in turn enabled him to get govern-
ment funding to the tune of 1500 pounds to construct it.  That was the 
beginning of his problems. Being a perfectionist he kept on improving 
the design. He undertook tours to understand production processes and 
improve existing technology to enable the Engine to have the required 
perfection. He even invented new machine tools to machine some of the 
parts. So much so in 1832 he published a report of his path breaking 
work. By 1830 the government had put in over 7000 pounds of the tax 
payer’s money into Babbage’s project, and they were getting to be very 
impatient with the “delays”. There was the usual allegation that Babbage 
had wasted public money.  In 1842 the government officially abandoned 
the project.  Only some parts of the design had been translated into 
hardware.  The expenditure stood at 17000 pounds by then, not count-
ing the 6000 put in by Babbage himself. It was a disaster.  

As for people like Babbage, they cannot stop. By the time the Dif-
ference Engine was declared a disaster he had already thought up a new 
machine which could be much more flexible and do any computation 
based on a set of instructions. Here again on paper it was great. The 
new machine which Babbage called “Analytical Engine” had provision 
for inputting data in the form of punched cards, specifying a set of 
instructions also using punched cards, and even a provision for me-
chanically storing intermediate results for further operations. Babbage 
called the processing part “the mill” and the storage part “store”. These 
are of course analogous to the modern CPU and memory in modern 
computer parlance. There was even a printer as an output device!! Of 
course the government refused to put in any money on this idea. But 
Babbage and his assistants went ahead and produced a detailed design 
document running into some 8000 sheets!!  He even made a few of 
the parts. But the complete machine was never built in his life time.  
For 150 years it remained just a concept. And then in 1991 the Brit-
ish Science Museum built it exactly as Babbage had conceived it. The  
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Fasting  

full sized machine weighed 2.6 tonnes. And it worked perfectly! Babbage 
would have been 200 years old by then; if he was to live to see it. 

One of the few people who had the imagination to appreciate the po-
tential of the Analytical Engine was the beautiful Countess of Lovelace, 
Augusta Ada King. Ada prepared a “table of execution”; or a “program” 
as we would call it today, for the machine to compute the Bernoulli 
numbers. She even wrote about a generalized algebra engine that could 
perform operations on symbols as well as numbers!!  She is considered to 
be a computer programmer who predated an actual computer!

Babbage’s machines worked with decimal numbers; not the 
binary numbers used by modern computers. This is because his  
machine had geared number wh-eels, levers and cams, not switches with 
two states.   

The moral of the story of Babbage and his dream machines is ever 
relevant as its tragedy keeps on repeating to this day.  We fail to recognize 
the potential of an invention; especially when circumstances do not 
permit a practical working model to be built. And sometimes even when 
it is built. Faraday’s homopolar generator was the first machine to trans-
form mechanical energy into electricity.  On seeing a demonstration of 
its functioning, the British Parliament asked him: “But what good is it to 
human welfare?” They could not see any good in being able to generate 
electricity from steam or flowing water!

[D. Krishna Warrier, formerly of CDAC, Trivandrum]

l Everyone has a doctor in him; we just have to help him in his 
work. The natural healing force within each one of us is the 
greatest force in getting well. ...to eat when you are sick, is to 
feed your sickness."            - Hippocrates

l Fasting is the greatest remedy the physician within.
-Philippus Paracelsus, one of the three fathers of Western medicine

l Instead of using medicine, better fast today."
- Plutarch, a Greek biographer and moralist

l Nature heals, the doctor helps! - Paracelsus
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Technology in Perspective

Techonology Through the Ages
Part IV

“What is this quintessence of dust?” – A question that continues to 
bewilder us to this day.  One might take issue with Shakespeare for his 
likening man with angels and gods. But, he is right about man’s power 
of reasoning and creativity.
Classical Antiquity 

By the end of Classical Antiquity (1000 BC – 330 AD) Period, 
mankind had acquired a vast inventory of tools, equipment and 
processes that constitutes ancient technology. Even in those times, 
there were people who strove to decipher nature.  True, many of their 
theories have been overthrown by later advances in science.  But some 
of them have really endured the test of time! Think for a moment 
of Ayurveda, Astronomy or Geometry! We have a rich heritage of 
technology from the ancient times that has given us innumerable 
devices we still use such as needle and thread, hammer and chisel, cup 
and bucket …  
The Middle Ages 

This Period spans roughly the 3rd through the 16th Century.  We tend 
to brand this period as the Dark Ages.  This, by no means, is correct, 
for human mind was as vigorously creative as ever then, too.  This 
Age witnessed, largely, refinements and advances in the technologies 
that already existed. Yet, it has its share of original contributions to 
humanity, not to mention the many military inventions. Notably, 
there was a considerable migration of technologies from the East to 
the West during this period.  

What follows is a sample of the technologies of this Age, which 
had momentous impact on all human pursuits - intellectual, social, 
cultural, exploratory and military.  
Plough:  The heavy plough, pulled by 8 oxen and wheeled, belongs to 
the 1st Century AD. The heavy plough probably heralded a change in 
the relationship of the farmer to his land. Earlier, the farmer tilled a 
small patch of land by himself and with his own oxen. With advent of 

“What a piece of work is a man! How noble in reason! How infinite in 
faculty! In form, in moving, how express and admirable!  In action how 
like an angel! In apprehension how like a God! The beauty of the world! 
The paragon of animals! And, yet, to me, what is this quintessence of dust?

- Shakespeare (Hamlet)
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the heavy plough, man started working in a co-operative environment. 
Horseshoe and Horse Collar also improved agricultural productivity. 
Gunpowder :  Developed in the 10th Century in China, gunpowder was 
used in a variety of weapons. Most remarkably, the Chinese attached a 
metal tube containing gunpowder to an arrow to increase substantially 
the range of the weapon. This actually marks the beginning of rocketry 
in warfare. In Europe, gunpowder found wide application in artillery 
and a variety of firearms. 
Crank : Next to the wheel, the crank, which converts rotary to 
reciprocating  motion (or vice versa), is a most important mechanical 

Evolution of  Technology
According to one of its definitions, technology is "a material 

entity created by the application of mental and physical effort to nature 
in order to achieve some value". It evolves in three stages: tools, 
machines and automation. This evolution leads to the replacement 
of physical labor with more efficient mental labor, ability to convert 
raw materials to more complex and pliable products, and, further, 
yields greater degree of control over one's natural environment. 
The first product of technology is the tool. A tool, powered by 
human or animal effort or some other source of energy, is a device 
that provides a mechanical advantage in accomplishing a physical 
task that human bodies could not. Complementary to each other, 
technology leads to tools, and tools help emergence of improved 
technologies. 

Our hunter-gatherer ancestors developed tools such as spears 
and arrows for food. He also made other tools like ploughs and 
hammers that augment physical labour. Later animal power was 
pressed into service that substantially increased food production. 

The second technological stage was the creation of the machine. 
A machine, usually a powered one, is a tool that substitutes the 
element of physical - human or animal - effort, and requires the 
operator only to control its function. Machines became widespread 
during the later industrial revolution, though windmills, a type of 
machine, are older. Putting a machine such as a tractor on the farm 
increased food productivity at least tenfold over the plough and the 
horse.

The final stage of technological evolution is automation that 
removes even the element of human control with an automatic 
sequence of logic as in a computer program. 
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device. Though the principle of a rudimentary crank was known even 
from the 1st Century AD, its application had spread to a wide range by 
the 16th Century.
Spinning Wheel : Hand spinn-ing of fine threads is slow and laborious. 
Productivity was substantially increased by the Spinning Wheel which 
originated probably in India.  It reached Europe via the Middle East.
Waterwheel : Originally used for grain grinding mills, its use extended 
to various other areas. 
Windmill :  This  appeared in flat areas where  rivers flowed too slowly 
to turn waterwheels.  Waterwheels are obviously useless during the 
freezing winter.
Sailing Vessels :  Though wind-propelled ships were known in ancient 
times, most maritime commerce was then conducted by ships rowed 
manually.  Sailing vessels, unassisted with oars, appeared in the 12th 
Century and lasted for about 700 years until the age of steam power. 

(To be continued)
[P. Radhakrishnan]

Humans have the biological capacity to communicate with languages 
based on symbols and rules, enabling them to pass on cultural ideas to 
future generations. There have been many studies on the origin of the 
first ever language. Truly ancient languages have not left any empirical 
evidence for detailed study. And many linguists believe it is hard to say 
anything definitive about languages prior to 8,000 years ago, as their 
relationships would have become jumbled over the millennia.

In a recent study analyzing 504 world languages, Quentin Atkinson, 
an evolutionary psychologist at the University of Auckland in New 
Zealand found that the first migrating populations leaving Africa 
laid the groundwork for all the world's cultures by taking their single 
language with them, the mother of all mother tongues. 

A theory of the origin of modern humans, known as the multiregional 
hypothesis, holds that early forms of humans originated in Africa 
about 200,000 years ago and then slowly developed their anatomically 

The Very First Language
Thanks to Africa

General
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modern form in different parts of the world. Accordingly, several 
variants of modern human language could have emerged somewhat 
independently in different locations, rather than solely in Africa. The 
world's 6,000 or so modern languages may have all descended from 
the single ancestral tongue spoken by early African humans between 
50,000 and 70,000 years ago, when they started moving out of Africa 
and colonized the rest of the world, becoming the ancestors of all non-
African populations.

About 50,000 years ago, it is believed that there was a sudden and 
marked shift in how humans behaved. They began to create cave art 
and bone artifacts and developed far more sophisticated hunting tools. 
Many experts argue that this unusual spurt in creative activity was 
likely caused by the innovation of a complex language, which enabled 
abstract thought. Dr Atkinson, in his work supports this notion.

According to Dr Atkinson, distance from Africa can reason-ably 
explain the genetic diversity of populations. Genes change slowly, over 
many generations, while the diversity of phonemes amid a population 
group can change rapidly as language evolves. Dr Atkinson said the 
measure is still statistically significant.

Early migrants from Africa probably had to battle significant odds. 
A founder effect on a breakaway human population tends to reduce 
its size, genetic complexity and fitness. A similar effect could have 
limited "the size and cultural complexity of societies at the vanguard 
of the human expansion" out of Africa, the paper notes. The finding 
could help explain how the first spoken language emerged, spread and 
contributed to the evolutionary success of the human species.

Aitkin’s research is based on phonemes, distinct units of sound such 
as vowels, consonants and tones, and an idea borrowed from population 
genetics known as "the founder effect." According to it, when a very 
small number of individuals break off from a larger population, there 
is a gradual loss of genetic variation and complexity in the breakaway 
group. Dr Atkinson figured that if a similar founder effect could be 
discerned in phonemes, it would support the idea that modern verbal 
communication originated in Africa and only then expanded elsewhere. 
He found that the dialects with the most number of phonemes are 
spoken in Africa, whereas those with the fewest phonemes are spoken 
in the South Pacific and South America. This leads to the conclusion 
that the first ever human language originated in Africa and spread out 
through migrations with gradual changes giving rise to more number 
of languages. It may be noted that the African language Ixu has 141 
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phonemes where as the Hawaiian has 13 and Piraha has only 11. The 
study also found that the pattern of phoneme usage globally mirrors 
the pattern of human genetic diversity, which also declined as modern 
humans set up colonies elsewhere. Today, areas such as sub-Saharan 
Africa that have hosted human life for millennia still use far more 
phonemes in their languages than more recently colonized regions do.

            [CGS]
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Technologies in Horizon

Neurosynaptic Computing Chip recently unveiled  by researchers 
at IBM has taken cues from the brain’s computational tricks. This new 
generation  chip is designed to emulate the brain’s abilities for perception, 
action and cognition. Processors made of this  neurosynaptic core could 
help make cognitive computers  that are more powerful and  efficient than 
today’s computers - and better at the flexible learning and responses 
that are  possible with  the real  human brain.

Deviating from traditional concepts in designing and building 
computers, IBM’s first neurosynaptic 
computing chips recreate the 
phenomena between spiking neurons 
and synapses in biological systems, 
such as the brain, through advanced 
algorithms and silicon circuitry.   

Called cognitive computers, 
these systems are expected to learn 
from experiences, find correlations, 
create hypotheses, and remember 
– and learn from – the outcomes, 

mimicking the brain’s structural and synaptic plasticity. Under 
its  cognitive computing initiative with funding from the Defense 
Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA), IBM is combining 
principles from nanoscience, neuroscience and supercomputing 
in this. The project,  Systems of Neuromorphic Adaptive Plastic 
Scalable Electronics (SyNAPSE),  is with a  goal  to create a system 
that not only analyzes complex information from multiple sensory  
modalities at once, but also dynamically rewires itself as it interacts 
with its environment – all while rivalling the brain’s compact size and 
low power usage.  

“This is a major initiative to move beyond the von Neumann 
paradigm that has been ruling computer architecture for more than 
half a century,” said Dharmendra Modha, project leader for IBM 
Research. “Future applications of computing will increasingly demand 

Cognitive Computers 

 Working Like Human Brain
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functionality that is not efficiently delivered by the traditional 
architecture. These chips are another significant step in the evolution of 
computers from calculators to learning systems, signaling the beginning 
of a new generation of computers and their applications in business, 
science and government.”

While they contain no biological elements, IBM’s first cognitive 
computing prototype chips use digital silicon circuits inspired by 
neurobiology to make up what is referred to as a “neurosynaptic core” 
with integrated memory (replicated synapses), computation (replicated 
neurons) and communication (replicated axons). In the two working 
prototype designs IBM made, both cores were fabricated in 45 nm 
SOI-CMOS and contain 256 neurons. One core contains 262,144 
programmable synapses and the other 65,536 learning synapses. The 
IBM team has successfully demonstrated simple applications like 
navigation, machine vision, pattern recognition, associative memory 
and classification.  IBM’s long-term goal is to build a chip system with 
ten billion neurons and hundred trillion synapses, while consuming 
merely one kW power and  of  less size, say,  two litres.

Future chips will be able to ingest information from complex, real-
world environments through multiple sensory modes and act through 
multiple motor modes in a coordinated, context-dependent manner. 
As an example,  a cognitive computing system monitoring the world's 
water supply could contain a network of sensors and actuators that 
constantly record and report metrics such as temperature, pressure, wave 
height, acoustics and ocean tide, and issue tsunami warnings based on 
its decision making.   Similarly, a grocer stocking shelves could use an 
instrumented glove that monitors sights, smells, texture and temperature 
to flag bad or contaminated produce. In another scenario, traffic lights 
will be able to integrate sights, sounds and smells and flag unsafe 
intersections before disaster happens. The research includes universities  
like Columbia, Cornel, California, and Wisconsin.

[For details: http://www.ibm.com/research, http://www.modha.org/]

Find something you're passionate about and 
keep tremendously interested in it.

- Julia Child
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efficiencies
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HealthScape

Antibiotics such as penicillin, discovered decades ago, are extensively 
used for treating most bacterial infections. But such drugs are not 
effective against viral infections, including influenza, the common 
cold etc. Now a team of researchers at MIT’s Lincoln Laboratory  has 
come out with a path-breaking design of a drug  that can identify cells 
that have been infected by any type of virus, and then kill those cells 
to terminate the infection.   

Todd Rider, senior scientist of  Lincoln Laboratory  who invented 
the new technology and team tested their drug against 15 viruses, and 
found it  to be effective against all of them - including rhinoviruses 
that cause the common cold, H1N1 influenza, a stomach virus, a polio 
virus, dengue fever and several other types of hemorrhagic fever. The 
drug works by targeting a type of RNA produced only in cells that 
have been infected by viruses.  He drew inspiration for his therapeutic 
agents, dubbed DRACOs (Double-stranded RNA Activated Caspase 
Oligomerizers), from living cells’ own defence systems. 

Because the technology is so broad-spectrum, it could also  be used 
to combat outbreaks of new viruses, such as the 2003 SARS (severe 
acute respiratory syndrome) outbreak, Rider says.  When viruses infect 
a cell, they take over its cellular machinery for their own purpose, by 
creating more copies of the virus. During this process, the viruses 
create long strings of double-stranded RNA (dsRNA), which is not 
found in human or other animal cells. As part of their natural defences 
against viral infection, human cells have proteins that latch onto 
dsRNA, setting off a cascade of reactions that prevents the virus from 
replicating itself. However, many viruses can outsmart that system by 
blocking one of the steps further down the cascade.            

Rider had the idea to combine a dsRNA-binding protein with 
another protein that induces cells to undergo apoptosis (programmed 
cell suicide) - launched, for example, when a cell determines it is en 
route to becoming cancerous. Therefore, when one end of the DRACO 
binds to dsRNA, it signals the other end of the DRACO to initiate cell 
suicide. The researchers are now testing DRACO against more viruses 

Cure for Viral Infections
Drug to Identify Infected Cells
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"The real Swaraj will come not by the acquisition of authority by a few 
but the acquisition of capacity by all to resist authority when abused," thus 
spake Mahatma Gandhi.

This is the paradigm shift envisaged in the Right to Information 
(RTI) Act. India is the 48th country to implement RTI. Change of 
mindset from secret maintenance of information to maximum voluntary 
disclosure is at the heart of the RTI regime. Through the Act, we have 
moved from an opaque system to a transparent one, where the citizen 
will be the true centre of power. Disclosure of information is now not a 
transgression, but an obligation. Our RTI empowered and enlightened 
citizens have been able to enforce the majesty of the citizenry - by 
getting roads repaired, receiving old age and widow pensions in time, 
getting admissions in educational institutions and so on. Thus the 
implementation of the Act has seen "the indescribable lusture of truth, 
a million times more intense than that of the sun we daily see with our 
own eyes." It has led to openness, integrity and accountability. Often 
organizations within and outside the government set up, wittingly 
or unwittingly, resort to actions that go against the spirit of the Act. 
The aim of this article is to analyze the applicability of RTI Act to 
banks. The banker's obligation to keep secrecy of the account of the 
customer was initially not ingrained into any legal set up. But after 
the English court judgement in 1924, (Tourneir Case (1924) 1 K.B. 
46) "this obligation became implied in terms of the contract between 
banker and customer which imposes obligation on the banker not to 
disclose the condition of his customer's account except on reasonable 
and proper occasion and the obligation to observe secrecy does not 

The Right to Information Act
Applicability to Banks

General

in mice and beginning to get promising results. Rider says he hopes 
to license the technology for trials in larger animals and for eventual 
human clinical trials.

 [For details: http://web.mit.edu]
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end, even with the closing of the customer's account of termination of 
banker-customer relationship or on death of the customer." 

After banks were nationalized, Section 13 of the Banking Companies 
(acquisition and transfer of undertakings) Act 1970 and 1980 imposed 
upon banks a legal obligation as to fidelity of customer's account. But 
the said obligation is conditional. Disclosure under court order and 
under compulsion of laws such as CrPC, RBI Act, FEMA, SARFAESI 
Act etc. are justified.

The banker's duty to maintain secrecy as regards account of the 
customer finds its place in the exemption clauses (viz) Section 8(1) (d) 
(e) (j) of the RTI Act. 

8(1)(d): Information including commercial confidence, trade 
secrets or intellectual property, the disclosure of which would harm the 
competitive position of a third party, unless the competent authority 
is satisfied that larger public interest warrants the disclosure of such 
information.

8(1) (e): Information available to a person in his fiduciary 
relationship, unless the competent authority is satisfied that the larger 
public interest warrants the disclosure of such information.

8(1) (j): Information which relates to personal information, the 
disclosure of which has no relationship to any public activity or 
interest or which would cause unwarranted invasion of the privacy of 
the individual.

Indian Banks Association has issued guidelines calling attention to 
Section 8(1)(j) informing that banks can deny information about their 
customers. This has also the stamp of approval of the Hon'ble Supreme 
Court in the judgement in District Registrar & Collector vs. Canara 
Bank (2005) 1 Sec. 496. In the said judgement the Hon'ble Court has 
held that banker's obligation of secrecy as a part of customer's right 
to privacy is to be recognized as a fundamental right. The Central 
Information Commission has also held that PAN number of a person 
should not be disclosed. But banks are duty bound to adhere to the 
requirements contained in Sections 4 and 5 of the RTI Act. They 
also cannot escape from the obligation to forward information to the 
concerned Ministry so that the Ministry can meet the requirements 
laid down in Section 25(2) of the RTI Act which stipulates that "Each 
Ministry or Department shall, in relation to the public authorities 
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within their jurisdiction, collect and provide such information to the 
Central Information Commission and State Information Commission, 
as the case may be, as is required to prepare the report under this section 
and comply with the requirements concerning the furnishing of that 
information and keeping of records for the purposes of this section." 

The obligations of the banks as public authorities to maintain 
a directory of its employees, monthly remunerations received by 
each of its employees and publish the same on the website have 
been emphasized by the Central Information Commission in  
a complaint against Punjab National Bank (PNB). Accordingly, the 
Commission directed the PNB to comply with the relevant sections 
of the Act and disclose the information sought within 15 days (The 
Statesman dated 14-6-2006).

The impact of RTI Act on banks can be summarized in the words 
of P. Lakshminarayanan [The Right to Information - Present Status 
and Issues]: "… the Right to Information Act unveils the secrecy and 
will bring far-reaching consequences and reforms in the democratic 
system when the law will develop gradually and settle down and banks 
will not be immune from the clutches of the Act. Banker's obligation 
of fidelity and secrecy of customer's account may be protected to some 
extent but other areas of banking function which have direct impact 
on public at large and shareholders may not get such  protection. This 
law is poised to open flood gate for outflow of information… Bankers, 
being trustees of public money and stake holders/share holders have 
to be transparent and follow the policies laid down by RBI and bank's 
board in the matters of write off of bad debts, NPA position and staff 
accountability on compromise settlement of defaulters accounts, 
concentration of credit to industrial groups, hiring of branch premises, 
recovery position, waiver of legal action in individual accounts, 
curtailing wasteful expenditure, bank frauds and involvement of 
employees in frauds etc.

Information on these corrup-tion-prone areas cannot be ruled 
out in times to come with gradual development of law of Right to 
Information… However, presently such matters are not open for 
disclosure to public except disclosures required to be made in the 
balance sheet but if some complaints relating to such matters are made 
to the Central Commission there is possibility that Commission may 
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In Lighter Vein 
Repayment Capacity

A naked woman boards a taxi in Michigan. Cab driver, a Gujju, 
keeps staring and does not start the cab.

Woman: Haven't you seen a naked woman before ?

Gujju: I'm not staring at you. Just wondering where you have 
kept the money to pay me at the end of the journey.

[Sourced by: B S Warrier]

Life would have been perfect  
if...

•	 Anger	had	Mute button
•	 Mistake	had	Back button 
•	 Hard	time	had	Fast Forward button
•	 Good	times	had	Pause button!! 

[Sourced by: Susy Mathew]

direct the banks to be open for disclosure." If necessary, the law should  
be amended keeping in mind the spirit and intention of its founding 
fathers. One such ame-ndment should be to eliminate the existing 
shades of grey as regards organizations outside the government set up 
and the private sector in particular. All of them should be brought 
under the ambit of the Act in no unclear terms. Awareness should 
be created among the people about the RTI and a support structure 
should be developed to enable people to claim their entitlements - both 
within and outside the government set up. As suggested by the second 
Administrative Reforms Commission, the Official Secrets Act 1923 
must be repealed and oath of transparency instead of secrecy must 
become the order of the day. Let us not forget the words of Professor 
Harold Laski, "every State is known by the rights it maintains."

[Dr Raju Narayana Swamy I.A.S., Ph.D.,
Secretary to Govt. of Kerala (Youth Affairs)]
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Tech Brief

Intelligent Streetlighting
Roadside Trees as Street Lights

The world of streetlighting is 
becoming smarter, not in the matter 
of light sources like the new LED 
lights alone, but in giving rich rewards 
for road users, authorities, cities and 
ultimately the environment.   

LEDs provide a sufficiently 
even light distribution to meet 
recommended streetlight unifor-
mity levels, which is valuable in terms 
of eliminating glare, 'hot-spots' and 

related visibility, safety and energy wastage problems. Color rendering is 
another benefit of LEDs when it comes to driver safety.

Only 25% of all travel by car is at night hours. Yet,  this period 
accounts for 40% of all fatal and serious injuries, according to the Royal 
Society for the Prevention of Accidents in the U.K. A more recent study, 
Road traffic accidents: the impact of lighting, conducted by Dr Sotiris 
Plainis from the Institute of Vision and Optics, at the University of 
Crete found that on motorways only 2.6% of accidents are fatal where 
streetlighting is present, compared to 4.3% of accidents where it is not.    

In the future, a natural solution could come to the fore in streetlighting. 
Researchers from the Academia Sinica and the National Cheng Kung 
University in Taipei and Tainan have implanted glowing, sea urchin-shaped 
gold nanoparticles, known as bio- Light Emitting Diodes within the leaves 
of a Bacopa Caroliniana tree.  Bio-LED could be used to make roadside 
trees luminescent at night. This will save energy and absorb CO

2
 as the bio 

LED luminescence will cause the chloroplast to conduct photosynthesis.
Chlorophyll - the photosynthetic pigment that gives leaves their green 
color -  is widely known for its ability to absorb certain wavelengths of 
light. But under certain circumstances, such as being exposed to violet 
light, it can also produce a light of its own. When exposed to light with 
a wavelength of about 400nm, the normally green-colored chlorophyll 
will glow red. This discovery will become the pioneering luminescence 
idea of our time-turning ordinary trees at the roadside into self-sustaining 
streetlights.

[For details: Traffic Technology International, January 2011]
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I am a regular reader of ‘EKL’. It keeps me up to date in most of the fields 
of science. There is no irrelevant information and everything is authentic and 
verified, unlike the information we find at times on the Internet. There is 
consistency in excellence. Request you to continue the good work.

Dr C.P. Aravindakshan
Rtd Principal, Govt. College for Women, Trivandrum

Congratulations for the seven years of successful publication of EKL. No 
easy task, given the general withdrawal of people from the reading habit.

Some thoughts on the article “Extra-Terrestrial Life” in the Aug'11 of EKL:
Search For Extra-terrestrial Intelligence (SETI) is one of those projects 

taken up because it could easily attract public money for its emotional appeal. 
Serious scientific missions are often difficult to sell to the general public whose 
money has to finance these ventures. So NASA does manned space missions, 
which again are of dubious value, and projects like SETI. And then they use 
these as a front to do serious science as a spin-off. For example, everybody has 
heard of Apollo11. But very few would have heard of the Voyager missions to 
the outer solar system or the Cosmic Background Explorer which was very 
significant in the search for the details of the birth of this universe. But NASA 
knows that they need the fireworks of manned flights with TV coverage of 
relatives of astronauts watching the launch to pull in the money. This is an age 
old ploy employed by scientists. Galileo did it.  

Of course SETI is an interesting scientific quest.  But astronomers are more 
interested in gamaray bursters, black holes, the cosmic microwave background, 
etc. which have an immediate relevance for our understanding of the universe. 
The odds of there being intelligent life on other planets around some stars are 
not negligible. But the distances between stars is so vast that for the moment 
the odds of detecting any signal from them with our known limitations of 
technology is negligible. And then there is Stephen Hawking’s warning too; 
contact with any civilization advanced enough to bridge the distance between 
stars is likely to be a threat to our wellbeing. If we can learn anything from 
our history it is that primitive people have little to gain by being discovered by 
more advanced people. Fortunately Carl Sagan himself has poured cold water 
on the project by saying that perhaps we have not run into an extraterrestrial 
so far because there is rise and fall for civilizations too; so that by the time a 
civilization advances to the point when it can conquer the cosmic distances it 
would also have invented weapons to blow itself out of existence!!  In other 
words civilizations inevitably evolve and also die as a rule of nature.  Indeed 
why not ? Stars are born, live for several billion years and die.  Even the 
Universe had a fiery birth some 13 billion years ago and is destined to die far 
in the future as the stars run out of fuel and even black holes evaporate into 
low grade heat. So it is most unlikely that intelligent civilizations alone will be 
spared from the “law of growth and decay”.  A chilling thought in these times 
when our world seems to be coming apart at the seams.    D Krishna Warrier 

Readers Say
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The rambutan (Nephelium lappaceum) is the name of a medium-
sized tropical tree in the family Sapindaceae, and also the fruit of this 
tree. Although native to Southeast Asia, rambutan plantations are 
widely seen in Southeast Asian countries, Sri Lanka, Ecuador, India, 
Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines, Thailand, Burma, the Caribbean, 
Africa, Cambodia and Central America. It is one of the fruits that give 
out massive harvest in Hawaii as well. In Thailand the rambutan trees 
were first planted in 1926 by the Chinese Malay Mr. K. Vong. An 
annual rambutan fair is held there during August harvest time. 

The name rambutan is from the Malay word rambut  meaning ‘hair’,  
indicating the hairy skin that covers the fruit. In some countries, it is 
known by different names like mamon chino and ngoh. The thin, 
leathery fruit skin is easily peeled away, revealing a pearly white, 
gelatinous, juicy pulp (aril) surrounding a large seed, which is directly 
eaten. The translucent pulp is sweet or sub acid with a refreshing flavor. 
The pulp can be preserved in syrup or used in several conserves.  

Rambutan is adapted to warm tropical climates, with temperature 
around 22–30°C, and is sensitive to temperatures below 10°C. It is 

Rambutan
The Nectar of  Fruits

General
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grown commercially within 
12–15° of the Equator. The 
tree grows well in deep soil 
up to 500 metres above 
sea-level to a height of 12–
20 m. There are well over 
200 varieties of rambutan 
developed from selected 
clones available throughout 
tropical Asia. Most of the 
cultivars are also selected for 

compact growth reaching a height of only 3-5 m for easier harvesting.
The leaves are alternate, 10–30 cm long, pinnate, with 3-11 leaflets, 

each 5–15 cm long and 3-10 cm wide, with an entire margin. The 
flowers are small, 2.5–5 mm, apetalous, discoidal, and borne in erect 
terminal panicles 15–30 cm wide. The fruit is a round to oval drupe 
3–6 cm long and 3-4 cm broad, borne in a loose pendant cluster of 10-
20 together. When ripe, the leathery skin turns reddish. In a fruit, the 
aril covers a single light brown seed which is high in certain fats and 
oils. The single seed is glossy brown, 1–1.3 cm, with a white basal scar. 
The seed is soft and crunchy. They are mildly poisonous when raw, but 
may be cooked and eaten.

The fruits are usually sold fresh. They are also canned and used in 
making jams and jellies. The best quality rambutan is generally that 
which is harvested still attached to the branch. It is less susceptible to 
rot, damage, and pests, and remains fresh for a much longer time than 
rambutan that has been picked from the branch.

Rambutan trees bear fruit twice annually, once in late fall and early 
winter with a shorter season in late spring and early summer. The 
fragile nutritious fruit must ripen on the tree, then they are harvested 
over a four to seven week period. The fruit matures 15–18 weeks after 
flowering. The green fruits start to turn yellow and then red, sometimes 
quite rapidly. The ripe rambutan is typically red but there are some 
varieties that finish with a bright yellow color and some that end up 
with an orange blush. The best fruits have little or no black forming 
on the tips of the soft spines. Harvesting involves cutting off the entire 
cluster if the majority of the fruits are ripe. By selective cutting, ripe 
fruits alone may be harvested. An average tree may produce 5,000-
6,000 or more fruits weighing 60–70 kg.

Fragrance of rambutan flowers entices insects. Mostly, bees can be 
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seen around rambutan flowers. Many types of butterflies, flies and other 
types of insects extract a great quantity of honey thus fertilizing them. 
Since the female flowers lack pollen, they need cross pollinations to 
be fertilized. Although some cultivars are apomixes, rambutan mostly 
depends on insects to be pollinated. Both male and female flowers 
have functional nectarines. Female flowers produce 2-3 times more 
nectar than male flowers. Rambutan is an important  nectar source for 
bees in Malaysia.
As Food and Medicine

Rambutan is a good source of sugars and vitamin C. It is 
rich in Fat, Calcium, Iron, Protein, Nitrogen, Ash, Sodium, Zinc, 
Magnesium, Manganese, Potassium, Phosphorus, pH, Vitamin A, 
Thiamin, Riboflavin and dietary fibre. Eating five fruits in a day can 
considerably decrease the chance of cancer. Rambutan fruit is also very 
effective in lowering blood pressure. It is said to heal dysentery and 
diarrhoea effectively.

Besides use as fresh fruit, rambutan is also processed to increase 
added value.  Several products like jam, jellies, rambutan cocktail, 
rambutan sweets and canned rambutan is prepared from its arils but 
much of the flavour of the fresh fruit is lost.  Rambutan sweets are used 
for pie (as raisin), ice cream and fruit ice. Sometimes arils are canned 
by stuffing with pine apple in heavy syrup. 

100g of edible portion of rambutan can supply energy of 343 kJ 
(82 kcal). It contains carbohydrates 20.87g, dietary fibre 0.9g, fat 
0.21g, protein 0.65g, water 78.04 g, vitamin A 3IU. beta-carotine 2 
μg, vtamin B1 0.013 mg, vitamin B2 0.022 mg, vitamin B3 1.352 
mg (9%), vitamin B5 0.018 mg, vitamin B6 0.020 mg, vitamin B9 
8 μg, vitamin C 4.9 mg, calcium 22 mg, iron 0.35 mg, magnesium 7 
mg, manganese 0.343 mg, phosphorus 9 mg, potassium 42 mg, and 
sodium 10.9 mg. 

Rambutan seeds, primarily containing oil with oleic acid and 
arachidic acid, are valuable to industry, and used in cooking and 
the manufacture of candles and soap. Rambutan roots, bark, and 
leaves have various uses in medicine and in the production of dyes. 
Although rambutan trees are cut down rarely, their wood is used in 
the construction industry. The leaves are also used as cataplasm to cure 
headaches. In Malaysia, the skin of the rambutan fruit is used to prepare 
native medicines. Further, the roots of rambutan trees are boiled and 
used as a medication to cure fever.                             [CGS]            
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Management

Neuromarketing is an applied extension of neuroscience. The 
neuromarketing concept was developed by psychologists at Harvard 
University in 1990. The technology is based on a model whereby the 
major thinking part of human activity (over 90%) including emotion 
proceeds in subconscious area that is below the levels of controlled 
awareness. For this reason the perception technologists of the market 
are very tempted to learn the techniques of effective manipulation 
of the subconscious brain activity. The main reason is to inspire the 
desired reaction in person’s perception as deeply as possible.

Neuromarketing exploits con-sumers' sensorimotor, cognitive, and 
affective response to marketing stimuli. Researchers use technologies 
such as functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) to measure 
changes in activity in parts of the brain, electroencephalography (EEG) 
and steady state topography (SST) to measure activity in specific re-
gional spectra of the brain response, and/or sensors to measure changes 
in one's physiological state (heart rate, respiratory rate, galvanic skin 
response) to learn why consumers make the decisions they do, and 
what part of the brain is telling them to do it.

The base of neuromarketing is meme - a unit of information similar 
to gene, stored in the brain. These units are effective in influencing 
human who is making choices and decisions within 2.6 seconds. 
If  meme is chosen properly we remember the good, joke or song and 
would share it. Memes are believed to stay in memory and they are 
affected by marketers. Aromas of fresh bread, sweets, grandmother's 
pie, characters in fairy tales, sticking melodies, etc. can be quoted as 
examples of memes. Thus neuromarketers examine people’s brain scan, 
revealing subconscious motives and manipulate them to formulate 
marketing strategies.

The essence of neuromarketing consists in exploring the human 
unconscious with specially selected sets of images that cause a positive 
emotional response and activate hidden images, metaphors stimulat-
ing the purchase. Graphical collages are constructed on the base of 

Brain Maps
For Neuromarketing
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detected images, which lays in the basis for commercials. Neuromar-
keting gained popularity among hundreds of major companies includ-
ing Coca-Cola, General Motors, Nestle, Proctor & Gamble, Google 
and Frito-Lay.

Brain wave recording devices have been available for decades but 
new technology can now pinpoint more precisely which brain regions 
are active as people respond to products or make brand choices or are 
exposed to advertisements.  The neuroscience dream of being able to 
peer into the functioning brain has been made possible.

Brain maps may be useful in determining how individuals make 
decisions. For example, in developing strategies for game playing, like 
in football, cricket, etc. where captain’s decisions turn out to be critical. 
IIM Ranchi is reported to be planning to start a neuromanagement 
course offering studies in decision making based on brain mapping. 
The Institute is planning to study the brain map of Indian cricket 
captain Mahendra Singh Dhoni as a precursor to the course.

Neuromarketing may be socially welcome for applications that 
focus on products and causes with a clear social benefit - applications 
like road safety messages and persuading people to give up smoking or 
to resist over-eating.  Used in this type of application, neuromarketing 
is sure to get public applause, rather than creating public alarm.

[For details: www.neurosciencemarketing.com,
www.sutherlandsurvey.com]

Books from EKL Stable
EKL provided the forum for publishing four books:

•	 Signs of Love(` 150), a collection of English poems by V. Balachandran

•	 Kautilya's Arthasastra - Basics and Essence(` 325) by N.S. Mannadiar

•	 Once upon a Time(` 100), Stories for children by Padma Mohan Kumar

•	 Leadership, Poverty and Social Security(` 325)  by T. Ramaswamy

Order copies by sending DD or local cheque (Trivandrum)  
payable to 'EKL'

To: Manager(Operations), Knowledge House
Mathrubhumi Road, Trivandrum 695 035 

Ph: 91 471 247 2928, e-mail: eklines@gmail.com 
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Looking Back

Looking Back

I am honored to be with you today at your commencement from 
one of the finest universities in the world. I never graduated from 
college. Truth be told, this is the closest I've ever gotten to a college 
graduation. Today I want to tell you three stories from my life. That's 
it. No big deal. Just three stories.

The first story is about connecting the dots.
I dropped out of Reed College after the first 6 months, but then 

stayed around as a drop-in for another 18 months or so before I really 
quit. So why did I drop out?

It started before I was born. My biological mother was a young, 
unwed college graduate student, and she decided to put me up for 
adoption. She felt very strongly that I should be adopted by college 
graduates, so everything was all set for me to be adopted at birth by a 
lawyer and his wife. Except that when I popped out they decided at the 
last minute that they really wanted a girl. So my parents, who were on 
a waiting list, got a call in the middle of the night asking: "We have an 
unexpected baby boy; do you want him?" They said: "Of course." My 
biological mother later found out that my mother had never graduated 
from college and that my father had never graduated from high school. 
She refused to sign the final adoption papers. She only relented a few 
months later when my parents promised that I would someday go to 
college.

And 17 years later I did go to college. But I naively chose a college 
that was almost as expensive as Stanford, and all of my working-class 
parents' savings were being spent on my college tuition. After six 
months, I couldn't see the value in it. I had no idea what I wanted to 
do with my life and no idea how college was going to help me figure it 
out. And here I was spending all of the money my parents had saved 
their entire life. So I decided to drop out and trust that it would all 

[This month we are revisiting the Commencement 
Address delivered by Steve Jobs, CEO of Apple 
Computer at Stanford University on 12 June, 2005. 
The speech was carried  in the very first issue of EKL 
published in  August  2005. Steve Jobs has recently 
resigned from Apple as CEO. He continues as Chairman.]
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work out OK. It was pretty scary at the time, but looking back it 
was one of the best decisions I ever made. The minute I dropped out 
I could stop taking the required classes that didn't interest me, and 
begin dropping in on the ones that looked interesting.

It wasn't all romantic. I didn't have a dorm room, so I slept on the 
floor in friends' rooms, I returned coke bottles for the 5¢ deposits to 
buy food with, and I would walk the 7 miles across town every Sunday 
night to get one good meal a week at the Hare Krishna temple. I loved 
it. And much of what I stumbled into by following my curiosity and 
intuition turned out to be priceless later on. Let me give you one 
example:

Reed College at that time offered perhaps the best calligraphy 
instruction in the country. Throughout the campus every poster, every 
label on every drawer, was beautifully hand calligraphed. Because I had 
dropped out and didn't have to take the normal classes, I decided to 
take a calligraphy class to learn how to do this. I learned about serif 
and san serif typefaces, about varying the amount of space between 
different letter combinations, about what makes great typography 
great. It was beautiful, historical, artistically subtle in a way that science 
can't capture, and I found it fascinating.

None of this had even a hope of any practical application in my 
life. But ten years later, when we were designing the first Macintosh 
computer, it all came back to me. And we designed it all into the 
Mac. It was the first computer with beautiful typography. If I had 
never dropped in on that single course in college, the Mac would have 
never had multiple typefaces or proportionally spaced fonts. And since 
Windows just copied the Mac, it's likely that no personal computer 
would have them. If I had never dropped out, I would have never 
dropped in on this calligraphy class, and personal computers might 
not have the wonderful typography that they do. Of course it was 
impossible to connect the dots looking forward when I was in college. 
But it was very, very clear looking backwards ten years later.

Again, you can't connect the dots looking forward; you can only 
connect them looking backwards. So you have to trust that the dots 
will somehow connect in your future. You have to trust in something 
— your gut, destiny, life, karma, whatever. This approach has never let 
me down, and it has made all the difference in my life.

My second story is about love and loss.
I was lucky - I found what I loved to do early in life. Woz and I 

started Apple in my parents garage when I was 20. We worked hard, 
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and in 10 years Apple had grown from just the two of us in a garage 
into a $2 billion company with over 4000 employees. We had just 
released our finest creation - the Macintosh - a year earlier, and I had 
just turned 30. And then I got fired. How can you get fired from a 
company you started? Well, as Apple grew we hired someone who I 
thought was very talented to run the company with me, and for the 
first year or so things went well. But then our visions of the future 
began to diverge and eventually we had a falling out. When we did, 
our Board of Directors sided with him. So at 30 I was out. And very 
publicly out. What had been the focus of my entire adult life was gone, 
and it was devastating.

I really didn't know what to do for a few months. I felt that I had 
let the previous generation of entrepreneurs down - that I had dropped 
the baton as it was being passed to me. I met with David Packard and 
Bob Noyce and tried to apologize for screwing up so badly. I was a very 
public failure, and I even thought about running away from the valley. 
But something slowly began to dawn on me - I still loved what I did. 
The turn of events at Apple had not changed that one bit. I had been 
rejected, but I was still in love. And so I decided to start over.

I didn't see it then, but it turned out that getting fired from Apple 
was the best thing that could have ever happened to me. The heaviness 
of being successful was replaced by the lightness of being a beginner 
again, less sure about everything. It freed me to enter one of the most 
creative periods of my life.

During the next five years, I started a company named NeXT, 
another company named Pixar, and fell in love with an amazing 
woman who would become my wife. Pixar went on to create the 
worlds first computer animated feature film, Toy Story, and is now the 
most successful animation studio in the world. In a remarkable turn of 
events, Apple bought NeXT, I returned to Apple, and the technology 
we developed at NeXT is at the heart of Apple's current renaissance. 
And Laurene and I have a wonderful family together.

I'm pretty sure none of this would have happened if I hadn't been 
fired from Apple. It was awful tasting medicine, but I guess the patient 
needed it. Sometimes life hits you in the head with a brick. Don't lose 
faith. I'm convinced that the only thing that kept me going was that I 
loved what I did. You've got to find what you love. And that is as true 
for your work as it is for your lovers. Your work is going to fill a large 
part of your life, and the only way to be truly satisfied is to do what 
you believe is great work. And the only way to do great work is to love 
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what you do. If you haven't found it yet, keep looking. Don't settle. As 
with all matters of the heart, you'll know when you find it. And, like 
any great relationship, it just gets better and better as the years roll on. 
So keep looking until you find it. Don't settle.

My third story is about death.
When I was 17, I read a quote that went something like: "If you live 

each day as if it was your last, someday you'll most certainly be right." 
It made an impression on me, and since then, for the past 33 years, I 
have looked in the mirror every morning and asked myself: "If today 
were the last day of my life, would I want to do what I am about to do 
today?" And whenever the answer has been "No" for too many days in 
a row, I know I need to change something.

Remembering that I'll be dead soon is the most important tool 
I've ever encountered to help me make the big choices in life. Because 
almost everything - all external expectations, all pride, all fear of 
embarrassment or failure - these things just fall away in the face of 
death, leaving only what is truly important. Remembering that you are 
going to die is the best way I know to avoid the trap of thinking you 
have something to lose. You are already naked. There is no reason not 
to follow your heart.

About a year ago I was diagnosed with cancer. I had a scan at 7:30 
in the morning, and it clearly showed a tumor on my pancreas. I didn't 
even know what a pancreas was. The doctors told me this was almost 
certainly a type of cancer that is incurable, and that I should expect to 
live no longer than three to six months. My doctor advised me to go 
home and get my affairs in order, which is doctor's code for prepare to 
die. It means to try to tell your kids everything you thought you'd have 
the next 10 years to tell them in just a few months. It means to make 
sure everything is buttoned up so that it will be as easy as possible for 
your family. It means to say your goodbyes.

I lived with that diagnosis all day. Later that evening I had a biopsy, 
where they stuck an endoscope down my throat, through my stomach 
and into my intestines, put a needle into my pancreas and got a few 
cells from the tumor. I was sedated, but my wife, who was there, told 
me that when they viewed the cells under a microscope the doctors 
started crying because it turned out to be a very rare form of pancreatic 
cancer that is curable with surgery. I had the surgery and I'm fine now.
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This was the closest I've been to facing death, and I hope it's the 
closest I get for a few more decades. Having lived through it, I can now 
say this to you with a bit more certainty than when death was a useful 
but purely intellectual concept.

No one wants to die. Even people who want to go to heaven don't 
want to die to get there. And yet death is the destination we all share. 
No one has ever escaped it. And that is as it should be, because Death 
is very likely the single best invention of Life. It is Life's change agent. 
It clears out the old to make way for the new. Right now the new is 
you, but someday not too long from now, you will gradually become 
the old and be cleared away. Sorry to be so dramatic, but it is quite 
true.

Your time is limited, so don't waste it living someone else's life. 
Don't be trapped by dogma — which is living with the results of other 
people's thinking. Don't let the noise of others' opinions drown out 
your own inner voice. And most important, have the courage to follow 
your heart and intuition. They somehow already know what you truly 
want to become. Everything else is secondary.

When I was young, there was an amazing publication called The 
Whole Earth Catalog, which was one of the bibles of my generation. 
It was created by a fellow named Stewart Brand not far from here in 
Menlo Park, and he brought it to life with his poetic touch. This was 
in the late 1960's, before personal computers and desktop publishing, 
so it was all made with typewriters, scissors, and polaroid cameras. It 
was sort of like Google in paperback form, 35 years before Google 
came along: it was idealistic, and overflowing with neat tools and great 
notions.

Stewart and his team put out several issues of The Whole Earth 
Catalog, and then when it had run its course, they put out a final issue. 
It was the mid-1970s, and I was your age. On the back cover of their 
final issue was a photograph of an early morning country road, the kind 
you might find yourself hitchhiking on if you were so adventurous. 
Beneath it were the words: "Stay Hungry. Stay Foolish." It was their 
farewell message as they signed off. Stay Hungry. Stay Foolish. And I 
have always wished that for myself. And now, as you graduate to begin 
anew, I wish that for you.

Stay Hungry. Stay Foolish.
Thank you all very much.

Steve Jobs
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Business schools use the medium of case studies as a learning 
instrument. But, the case studies used in several Business schools are 
mostly linear or unidirectional. They are invariably success stories, 
the cause of success being a new marketing strategy, an innovative 
product design, a cost effective manufacturing process or discovery 
of a virgin market. The students never get to see the big picture but 
only get compartmentalized wisdom in specific functional areas such 
as Finance, Marketing or HR. It is difficult to understand how a young 
student can appreciate specific issues in a company without a total 
understanding of the company’s other areas. How can a company 
with excellent HR but shoddy marketing or excellent manufacturing 
process with unfriendly customer relationship qualify to be called 
“great”?  Failures can invariably be traced to interconnections among 
elements and not in the elements per se. B-school case studies should 
include more of failure cases. Culturally, the Western world is not 
ashamed of documenting classic failure cases and enabling the world at 
large to learn from the mistakes. The reason for the US accounting for 
a large number of innovations is that the society encourages failures. In 
the Orient, failure is met with stigma and embarrassment sometimes 
leading even to suicides.  The risk averse mindset may produce  some 
sort of stability but great opportunities are missed too. Success only 
reconfirms what we already know. It is only failure that teaches us new 
lessons.
Fire at Manchester airport

The following incident is described in Learning from Failure by 
Joyce Fortune and Geoff Peters. It contains a vivid description of a fire 
aboard an aircraft that had aborted takeoff at Manchester international 
airport. On 22 August 1985, Flight KT28M operating a Boeing 737 
aircraft with 131 passengers and 6 crew members was readying to take 
off from Manchester to Corfu. A fire was noticed in one of the engines 
and the take off was aborted. However 54 people died in the accident. 
Of these only 6 were burnt to death. The others died through inhaling 
of smoke and other toxic gases. From an account of what exactly 
happened, it became clear that the fire by itself had not caused much 

Failure
The Greatest Teacher

Management
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damage. There could have been more survivors had there been proper 
communication and control among the interdepen-dent agencies 
and systems at the airport. The failure was traced to the situation 
wherein the on board crew, the staff at the flight control tower and 
the ground support staff saw only sections of the problem. That the 
fire hydrants were taken up for maintenance work was unknown to 
the other agencies. However, the lessons learnt from that failure have 
resulted in processes that strengthen formal communication among all 
stakeholders responsible for airport and aircraft safety.

 The Bhopal gas tragedy claimed at least 3000 lives and resulted 
in permanent disability of more than 250000 people. To this day a 
systemic study of the accident has not been done. Instead, precious 
time is wasted in blame games, law suits, extradition treaties and 
negotiations on compensation amounts. Can we assure that Bhopal 
will not be repeated? Obviously we cannot.
 ISRO, a learning organization

 The first mission of Polar Satellite Launch Vehicle of ISRO failed 
in 1993. Within minutes of launch, the reason for the failure had 
become clear. The navigation system provides the current “state” of the 
rocket; the guidance system which knows the final destination, finds 
out where the current state ought to be; the control system bridges 
the gap. This is done by firing small thrusters to manipulate the pitch, 
yaw and roll of the rocket. After the on board computers perform all 
the calculations, the command for controlling the rocket is sent as a 
digital byte which contains the amount of turning required as well as 
the direction (pitch up or down, yaw left or right, roll clockwise or 
anti clockwise).  Digital computers store negative numbers in what 
is known as a 2’s complement form. This gives rise to an asymmetry 
in the arrangement of numbers. An 8-bit computer, for example, can 
store numbers from -128 to +127. This should not come as a surprise 
because we can distinguish 256 different states using 8 bits and the 
range should include the number 0 also. While assembling the rocket 
subsystems someone had mounted the control thrusters in the wrong 
planes. Instead of disassembling and assembling them in the right 
planes again, the engineer asked his software friend to alter the polarity 
of the control byte sent to the control electronics. This seemed to be 
an innocuous, innocent and reasonable request and the friend obliged. 
After all one “negate” assembly language instruction had to be inserted 
in the code.  At one moment during the flight, the rocket needed 
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the maximum amount of control corresponding to maximum positive 
value. Since -128 does not have a negative counterpart, the computer 
treats the “Negate” instruction with the illegal operand (-128) as a 
“No operation”. It just ignores the instruction. This resulted in the 
rocket getting maximum control in the direction opposite to the 
desired one and the mission was lost. What went wrong? The software 
had been tested under thousands of simulated conditions before being 
loaded into the onboard computer. To describe briefly, the software 
that underwent qualification-checks and the software that actually 
flew aboard the rocket were different (even if the difference lay in the 
addition of just one instruction).
Lessons learnt 

How did ISRO react to the above failure? There was no witch 
hunting or finding a scapegoat. It was realized that the concepts such 
as quality control, quality assurance, configuration management and 
version control applied as much to software as to hardware. Accordingly 
Quality Assurances mechanisms were put in place. Processes were 
evolved so that modifications to flight certified subsystems could be 
done only under wide visibility, however well intentioned they may be. 
As a result, 18 successive PSLV flights have flown successfully since the 
failure of the first flight.
Business cases

Stewart Hamilton and Alicia Micklethwart in their book Greed & 
Corporate failure: lessons from recent disasters give the following as main 
reasons for corporate meltdowns: 
w	Inadequate external surveillance - not-so-independent directors on the 

Board, not-so-serious auditors, ambiguous control mechanisms
w	Ineffective internal control - the internal audit and  internal quality 

assurance functions not reporting to the highest levels
w	Greed, Hunger for power, Hubris
w	Stubborn CEOs who with their bloated egos  and devious 

personal agendas behave like mules
w	Mindless organic growth without due application of mind and 

inorganic growth without due diligence
Will India learn from its failures to curb corruption in every possible 

domain that have come to light in the last one year?
Process for learning from failure – a classic example 

A classic example of investigating and documenting failure is the 
report of Nobel Laureate Richard Feynman who inquired into the 
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cause of the explosion in the space shuttle Challenger that in 1986 
killed seven people including a school teacher. Feynman did not follow 
the conventional analytical method of breaking the shuttle rocket into 
subsystems and components and verifying the performance of each. 
At every stage he would have had to eliminate possible causes and the 
sheer fatigue of doing it would have resulted in an impatient state of 
mind.  At every stage he would have found defensive mechanisms that 
would deflect the blame elsewhere. On the contrary, he interviewed 
several segments of people involved with the design, manufacture, 
assembly and operations of the space vehicle. He received bits and 
pieces of information, each informant looking at the issue from one's 
domain. He spoke to tradesmen on the shop floor, managers in their 
cabins, the operations crew at the launch pad and the administrators 
in their plush offices. He received as many different perceptions of 
the problem as he could. He then assimilated them and beautifully 
synthesized these bits and pieces of information into the big picture 
– and lo and behold, the cause of the accident was staring him at the 
face.

 Briefly stated, the cause of failure turned out to be a simple 
oversight – that rubber loses its elastic property under cold temperature 
conditions. The circumstances leading to the oversight revealed that 
there was lack of proper understanding between core technicians and 
technical managers. It revealed gaps in the governance structure of 
NASA and the subcontractors. The workers knew that the accident 
was bound to happen, because the “O-ring” made of rubber would 
not function properly if the temperature falls below a stated limit. 
The temperature at the time of launch was indeed below the limit at 
which the component was certified to operate. However their voices 
were overridden by a managerial decision that the launch could not 
be postponed. Postponement of a launch for a variety of reasons 
(unacceptable weather conditions being one of them) is not an unusual 
phenomenon.

Feynman could do the exercise in the way he sought to do because in 
a holistic pursuit there are no blame games whereas the linear thinking 
model has a built-in corollary of finding a scapegoat on whom blame 
can be thrust.

 [R Narayanan] 
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• Northward movement of medical expenses
• Academic economists
•	 Twenty first century engineers will need to be astute makers, trusted 

innovators, agents of change, master integrators, enterprise enablers, 
technology stewards, and knowledge handlers 

• More Indian companies are elbowing their way into Fortune500 Club

 Now You See It 
 How the Brain Science of Attention Will 

Transform the Way We Live, Work, and Learn
 Book by: Cathy N. Davidson
 Published by: Viking
The  book presents the benefits of computer-based 
school and business reforms that exploit people’s 
natural tendency to multitask.
 The First-time Naturalist

Book by: Nick Baker
Published by: Collins
This book is a  practical introduction to observing, 
understanding and studying the natural world, 
written by wildlife expert, Nick Baker and is a 
reference book for budding naturalists of all ages,   
presenting the different skills, tricks of the trade and 
investigative techniques needed to be a naturalist.

[Source: State Central Library, Trivandrum (BL 
Collection)]

(Contd.)

In this column we take a quick look at some books and articles in 
magazines which we consider as worth noting. As another item, we 
also give some expressions in English language which we come across 
during our journey through various publications of repute. The selec-
tion is based on brevity, simple but powerful words in daily use (not 
requiring dictionary reference), style etc.

 Readers are also encouraged to send similar items to be included in 
future issues for the benefit of other readers. (eklines@gmail.com) 

- Editorial Team

A Quick Look

Books

Classy  Express ions
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 Turning Sweat into Watts
If you are in good shape, you can generate about 100 Watts on a 

stationary, exercising bike. By pedalling for 18 minutes,  a CFL lamp 
can be powered for an hour; if pedalled for 30 minutes, a laptop could 
be run for an hour. 
 Magazine: IEEE Spectrum, July 2011
 Wireless Electricity to Power Traffic Management Infrastructure

The potential for the traffic management sector to power the 
roadside infrastructure wirelessly has its benefits. Inductive power 
transfer (IPT) making use of  new magnetic and control ideas now 
make it possible to couple power over large air gaps (as much as 30 
cm). The obvious application is charging electric vehicles (EV), doing 
away with cumbersome wires and  plugs and giving freedom for EV 
drivers to park up on a charging pad when the intelligent technology 
will do the rest.  
 Magazine: Traffic Technology International, June/July 2011

[Source: EKL Info Library]

Ar t i c l e s

EKL wishes  
its Readers  

a most enjoyable  
ONAM, 

the harvest festival  
of Kerala

Useless Medical Advice
A patient was waiting nervously in the examination room of a 

famous specialist.
"So who did you see before coming to me?" asked the doctor.
"My local General Practitioner." 
"Your GP?" scoffed the doctor. "What a waste of time. Tell me, 

what sort of useless advice did he give you?"
"He told me to come and see you."
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Books Scan

The Fish Rots from the Head 
Book by: Bob Garratt
Published by: Viva Books Private Ltd. 
 New Delhi

This book is an offshoot of corporate scandals 
of the early 21st century which witnessed 
corporate greed, selfishness, incompetence, 
corruption and increasing criminalization of 
corporate misdemeanor. Crisis in board rooms 
in many major companies showed symptoms 
of corporate collapse. There were cases of abuse 
of office for personal and political gain and directorial corruption 
with the result public confidence eroded. Public’s growing intolerance 
of directorial ignorance and incompetence in major companies in 
Western Countries e.g. France and Italy, called for growing demands 
for corporate accountability. The vast majority of directors admitted 
they had no training. Demands for transparency from the public 
resulted in seeking political intervention in corporate affairs.

The author suggests several essential measures for improving the 
competence of the Board of Directors. These are a Learning Board 
with mission, vision, values and ethics, creation of an emotional and 
cultural climate and steps for monitoring the external environment. 
He calls for completely different thinking skills, strategic thinking 
and accountability. The practices in different European countries are 
discussed and methods of board training and development outlined.

Assessment of performance of directors, development agenda and 
developing crucial skills are highlighted. There is emphasis on the 
need for transparency, transformation and for develo-ping Directors’ 
competencies. 

The book provides for a program of learning and clear and 
intelligent advice on how to improve the performance of the board. 
It emphasizes the need to curb greed and impart ethics and values in 
corporate management with the examples of Enron and some major 
companies in European countries.

The Board has to function as an effective, reflecting, debating and 
decision making group with excellence and commitment. It has to 
set example of predominant values for the organization as a whole. 
The author recommends setting up Centers of excellence for director 
development, developing relevant attitude and skills for directing the 
enterprise with integrity. He calls for professionalization of directors, 
a system for director accreditation and registration, establishment 
of Learning Boards and for ensuring accountability, transparency, 
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The Lost art of Healing
Practicing Compassion in Medicine
Book by: Bernard Lown, Winner of the 
Nobel Peace prize 
Published by: Hay House India

Books Scan

The real crisis in medicine today is not 
about economics, insurance, or managed care 
- it’s about the loss of the fundamental human 
relationship between doctor and patient. In 
this book, one of the most eminent physicians 
reacquaints us with a classic notion often overlooked in modern 
medicine: that healing is an art.

"Now the doctor, by virtue of accepting science so totally, creates 
a total imbalance, forgetting the art of healing, forgetting the art of 
engagement, forgetting the art of listening, forgetting the art of caring 
and ceasing to invest time with the patient. So I believe medicine has 
lost its human face." says Dr Bernard Lown, the author.

Too many well-trained, well-credentialed doctors fail to take a 
careful patient history, indulge in rampant overuse of technology and 
excessively prescribe drugs that result in death or disability, charges 
Lown, a cardiologist, Nobel Peace Prize Winner and Professor Emeritus 
at Harvard Medical School. Presenting case studies drawn from his 45 
years of practice, he urges doctors to practice attentive listening, to 
desist from using intimidating language and to pay attention to the 
emotional stresses in patients' lives. Keeping an open mind toward 
alternative medicine, Lown describes his partially successful treatment 
in China with acupuncture for his severe back pain. He also looks 
at the challenges of caring for the elderly and shares helpful insights 
on death and dying. His stimulating inquiry is sound medicine for 
doctors and patients alike.

and restoring public confidence in addition to a combined code of 
corporate governance.

These measures serve go a long way to achieve effective corporate 
governance.

This lucid, very readable book should help to ensure that many 
more fish swim than rot from the head.

[T Ramaswamy
ramas342011@hotmail.com]
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EKL Sudoku 58
Solution

4 6 2 3 5 7 8 9 1
8 7 9 2 1 4 6 3 5
3 1 5 9 8 6 2 7 4
2 8 3 1 6 5 9 4 7
7 5 4 8 9 3 1 6 2
1 9 6 7 4 2 5 8 3
5 2 7 6 3 8 4 1 9
6 4 1 5 7 9 3 2 8
9 3 8 4 2 1 7 5 6

Contents: 
Part I. Hearing the Patient: The Art of Diagnosis
1. The Science of History-Taking and the Art of Listening
2. Listening through Touching
3. Mind and Heart
4. Munchausen’s Syndrome
Part II - Healing the Patient: The Art of Doctoring
5. Words That Maim 
6. Words That Heal 
7. Hearts of Darkness, Words of Light 
8. The Power of Certainty 
9. Extraordinary Healing Techniques 
10. Malpractice Corrupts Healing 
Part III - Healing the Patient: Science
12. Digitalis: The Price of Invention 
12. A New Medical Tradition 
13. The Shock that Cures: DC and Cardioversion 
14. The Coronary Care Unit 
15. The Ventricular Extrasystole: Heartthrob or Harbinger? 
Part IV - Incurable Problems
16. Caring for the Elderly: Problems and Challenges 
17. Death and Dying 
Part V - The Rewards of Doctoring
18. A Modern Hasidic Tale 
Part VI - The Art of  being a patient
19. Getting Doctors to Listen

[Courtesy: Dr C G Unnikrishnan]
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Journals Scan

Fortune
Global 500
July 25, 2011

Every year, Fortune, the maga-zine renowned 
for its ranking of top global corporations, comes 
out with its list of world's largest corporations, 
popularly known as Fortune Global 500. U.S. 
still dominates the list with 133 companies, but 
that number is down from 185, a decade ago. 
China continues its march, with 61 companies, 
vs. just 12 in 2001. Companies from India, Russia, Brazil, and other 
growth economies are moving up in the rankings.

Another effort of Fortune was to  find the next business hot spots by 
looking at economic data, asking business leaders where they planned to 
open new offices and factories, and  with help from Booz & Co. consultants 
identifying emerging innovation hubs, especially in Asia. 
Highlights of Global 500, 2010 :
•	 Wal-Mart Stores of U.S. tops the list a second year in succession, with 

a revenue of  $421.8 billion and profit of  $16.39 billion. Employees - 
2.1million.

•	 At No.2  is  Royal Dutch Shell of Netherlands  with revenue of  $378.15 
billion.

•	 The top 10 list has 3 Cos of U.S. origin, 3 from China, 2 from Japan, 
one each from Netherlands and Britain.   

•	 Some well known Cos and their Fortune Global 500 Ranks:
 GE - 16; Volkswagen - 18; GM - 20;  Samsung - 22; Ford Motor - 25,  

HP - 28; Nestle - 42; Honda Motor - 45
 Hitachi - 40; IBM - 52  Hyundai Motor - 55;  Sony - 73
 BMW - 79; Toshiba - 89 Boeing - 114;  Microsoft - 120
 Dell - 124; Pepsico - 137 Nokia - 143; LG - 171; Coco cola - 255
 Amazon - 269; Suzuki Motor - 315; Google - 324 Macdonald's - 402
•	 Bristol-Myers	Squibb	of	U.S.	is	the	500th company with a revenue of 

$19 billion (` 87,400 Cr. approx.) 
•	 India	has	a	presence	with	8	companies	starting	with	Indian	Oil	(Rank	

98), Reliance Industries(134), Bharat Petroleum (271), SBI (291), 
Hindustan Petroleum(335), Tata Motors(358), ONGC (360) and Tata 
Steel (369).

•	 U.S.	has	133	Cos	in	the	Global	500	list,	Japan	-	68,	China	-	61,	France	-	35,	
Germany - 34, Britain - 30,   Switzerland - 15, South Korea - 14,  
Canada - 11,  Italy -10, Australia - 8,  Russia - 7,  Brazil - 7.
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Intertraffic World India
Special Issue 2011

The contents of this special issue are 
expected give an insight into the potential that 
exists in the Indian traffic technology market as 
well as the challenges that lay ahead. 

India has a road network of over 3.314 
million kms - the third largest road network in 
the world. National highways of India account 
for only 2.2% of Indian roadways, and a fifth of these are one lane. 
Contrast this with the staggering 40% of traffic they carry.  

The articles in this issue deal with various aspects of road traffic 
management, say, smart roads, intelligent transport systems etc.
Highlights of Contents:
•	 New	roads	to	economic	growth
•	 India	cautiously	plugs	into	Electric	Cars
•	 Fleet	safety	strategy
•	 Smart	roads
•	 One	size	fits	all	-	Nano	Car
•	 India’s	drive	to	safer	roads
•	 Highway	to	the	future
•	 Transportation	overload
•	 Breaking	the	habits	of	a	lifetime
•	 Easing	India’s	parking	woes
•	 ITS	and	sustainable	transport
•	 Road	markings
•	 Weigh	to	go																																												[Source: EKL Info Library]

The Best New Cities for Business 
•	 Ahmedabad,	India
•	 Austin, U.S.
•	 Bogota, Colombia
•	 Chengdu, China
•	 Chongoing, China
•	 Doha, Qatar
•	 Gurgaon, India
•	 Lagos, Nigeria

•	 Melbourne, Australia
•	 San Jose, Costa Rica
•	 Santiago, Chile
•	 Saltlake City, U.S.
•	 Stockholm, Sweden
•	 Vancouver, Canada
•	 Warsaw, Poland
[1 billion U.S.$ = ̀  46,00 Crores, approx.]

Journals Scan
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In a recent study, researchers have identified a natural, 
environmentally-friendly chemical compound that causes female 
mosquitoes to avoid laying their eggs in water containing the 
chemical. The study was conducted at Israel’s University of Haifa, 
led by Prof. Leon Blaustein. His lab had already determined that 
mosquitoes were capable of chemically sensing a compound released 
by one of their larvae’s predators, the backswimmer, and would 
avoid laying their eggs where that compound was present. What 
wasn’t known until now, however, was the identity of the chemicals 
involved.

The team screened an array of chemicals released by the back-
swimmer against those released by Anax imperator, another aquatic 
predator that does not trigger a don’t-lay-your-eggs-here response. It 
was concluded that the chemicals unique to the backswimmer included 
those that the scientists were seeking. To narrow the field further, they  
then experimented with these chemicals in an outdoor, mos-quito-
friendly setting. Through a process of elimination, they were able 
to determine that a combination of the chemicals n-tricosane and 
n-heneicosane was the compound they were looking for.

Simply getting the mosquitoes to go elsewhere sounds like 
it wouldn’t have much of an effect on their total population, but 
Blaustein says it should. He claims that mosquitoes have about a 
20 percent chance of mortality every day, so the longer they have 
to spend looking for a breeding ground, the higher the chance they 
won’t live to do so. Also, the remaining “predator-free” areas will end 
up being more crowded with larvae. This means that there will be 
more competition for resources amongst those larvae, resulting in 
fewer and weaker adults. The findings of the research were published 
in the journal Ecology Letters.

Dealing with Mosquitoes
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The Last Word
Every time you take a risk or move out of your comfort  

zone, you have a great opportunity to learn  
more about yourself and your capacity.

 - Jack Canfield
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